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GNUKHATA ―OSS‖ IS BEATING TALLY ERP ―COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE‖ BOTH ACCOUNTING
& INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE ARE GST COMPLIANT

By : M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru :Commercial software for being too expensive, failing to address user needs, and worst of all, risk associated with implementing new systems. Commercial
vendors appear more interested in having the best looking packages, rather than listening to users and delivering business value. Growing value gap between commercial and open source software? Because of the
open source software is getting matured. Open Source Beating out Commercial Software. Kerala's school education system has fully migrated to Free and Open Source software ( FOSS), GNUKhata ends use of
Tally a Commercial software in plus Two commerce education in Kerala. Even in many small towns, people use Tally and they pay huge sums for it. I'm glad that there is an open source alternative to it. Apart from
being a great movement for people's digital freedom and rights, free software is a great source of earning. Lot of people come to free software due to it's low cost to start with and then tend to like the features most of
the time. Then they need customization with few features specifically for their needs. Many corporate pay for free software support and also for specific modifications which they need for running their business.
They see the transparency and the low Total Ownership Cost (TOC) as a benefit. GNUKhata is being used by many organizations now. In fact this project started on the very demand of many companies and a lot of
accountants who found that ―certain software is exploiting them‖. GNU Khata is an accounting tool. Or shall I say a collection of accounting tools? It is like the Evernote of economy management. It is so versatile
that it can be used from personal Finance management to large scale business management, from store inventory management to corporate tax works.With Goods and Service Tax (GST) since it was implemented,
there have been various measures by companies to make filing easy for MSMEs by several accounting software‘s . GNUKhata is Built by the technology team at Digital Freedom Foundation, is an open source
accounting and inventory management software. The product recently launched its new version making it more GST-friendly with user experience enhancements especially for non-accountants like shopkeepers,
dispensaries, small and wholesale traders. GNUKhata is a free and flexible software for accounting and inventory management that supports a wide range of applications in every field of economic activity, including
factory or farm-based production, a point of sales accounting & inventory and work in the service sector. While it serves such traditional accounting requirements, it is best-suited for the emerging sectors of the
economy who are required to keep audited accounts, such as self-help groups, craft producers, and micro-finance groups. GNUKhata is highly customizable, given its open source nature. It can be easily transformed
into Indian languages, largely unreached by existing software solutions. The project is currently funded by International Center for FOSS, a Kerala government undertaking and is now adopted by Accion Labs.
New version makes GST-compliance easy: Small to medium enterprises from computer, stationery shops or cloth stores, small retailers, schools, small rural or semi-urban shops, service sector industry of micro to
medium scale such as IT startups and NGOs can potentially use this software.The version 5 has a lot of new additions to the already existing modules. These new additions include sales and purchase order, Credit
and Debit note, Rejection note, and a revamped invoice module, all GST ready. In fact, the Delivery note is also GST ready. ―We also have the sales and purchase register revamped for new updates to GST. After a
long discussion with our existing customer base, we decided to export all reports to xlsx instead of the previous ODS format this makes it easy to send data to other popular accounting software. Note that data
provided in spreadsheets from other programs can also be imported in GNUKhata. We have also revamped the Profit and Loss statement and made it more auditor friendly. Lastly, we have made the import from
software like Tally even easier,‖ informs KrishnaKant Mane, Founder of GNUKhata. Krishnakant Mane, fondly called KK, is blind, but that didn‘t stop him from programming. He created and maintains the
GNUKhata project, a free and open source accounting software. He and his team are passionate about open source wanted to give the small & medium businesses an alternative to the proprietary software to make
accounting simple and easy at lowest or no cost at all.
According to OSS experts GNUKhata is an accounting application that holds its own against popular proprietary variants like Tally, and also it can be used by the visually impaired. The driving force behind the
project is a visionary who lost his sight himself. When it comes to crafting software, however, Krishnakant, who is called reportedly just KK in FOSS circles, finds his way around with ease. He is, in fact, the father of
GNUKhata, the made-for-India, open source ―free and flexible software for accounting and inventory management.‖On his website, KK says, ―Vision is important, more than sight. Knowledge is important, more
than information.‖ His site is part of his work at the Digital Freedom Foundation, which he set up.As he explains, digital freedom is fundamental to life. So the foundation he launched works on ―bringing freedom of
technology in education.‖ Besides ―advocacy based on free software,‖ it takes up projects linked to rural digital empowerment, and ICT based infrastructure in the rural parts of India. All of this is based exclusively
on using free and open source software. The foundation also actively participates in developing FOSS tools in the education, health and finance sectors. You can check out more about it at http://dff.org.in/.GNUKhata
is one of the tools developed by KK‘s foundation. Like some other fairly innovative Indian FOSS products, GNUKhata probably hasn‘t been sufficiently noticed in the land it was born in. But it is making impressive
progress now.GNUKhata is growing steadily. GNUKhata version 5.50 has been released (2018). Version 5 was itself a major release. This latest version has a redesigned user interface. ―These changes will help you
manage the business with great ease, even if you are a non-accountant,‖ a GNUKhata announcement that reached my mailbox stated. The helpdesk is at support.gnukhata.in and the mailing list is on freelists.org Of
late, the project has got support from the International Center for FOSS (ICFOSS). This is the Kerala government‘s autonomous institution that has been set up to coordinate FOSS initiatives within Kerala.
ICFOSS has also been tasked with linking up with initiatives in other parts of the globe ―to push the agenda of promoting democratic access to information and knowledge through equitable modes of production and
distribution of software and knowledge.‖ GNUKhata also gets support from the consultative firm Tech Blue Inc. With the dedicated, hard work of the team and support from others, GNUKhata has grown a lot.
From cash flow statements to profit and loss and balance sheets, GNUKhata can do it all,‖ says KK. This software helps you keep track of your inventory. You can create invoices, cash memos, delivery challans,
purchase orders, rejection notes, debit and credit notes. And it‘s the same for your bank reconciliation also.KK explains: ―We have a feature called Close Books. You actually close your books at the end of the
financial year. All your profit and expense accounts are debited or credited to ‗Profit and Loss‘. You get the ‗Profit and Loss‘ balanced properly. The books are closed, and the accounts are locked. You also have an
option called ‗Roll Over‘, by which all the closing balances are carried over as opening balances to the next year. You can roll over without closing the books – to wait for your audits to be completed till you close
your books.‖.
GNUKhata also has a very interesting feature called ‗Dual-level‘. Using this, you can open two ledgers side by side on the screen, and you can compare them. These could be of the same account but for different
periods, or different accounts for different periods, or different accounts for the same period. This is a feature that GNUKhata users really seem to appreciate.GNUKhata also allows users to read down from trial
balance to ledger, and ledger to voucher. ―Right now, the application is India focused. It was pretty focused on the international market earlier, but we worked so much on ensuring it is GST compliant, that we have
to now work to get it internationally compliant as well,‖ says KK. For instance, one user in Nepal said that he liked the product, but the GST modules didn‘t make any sense there. KK also concedes that work is
needed to fix multiple currencies and other factors that will allow the software to get adopted worldwide.The flip side is that it works nicely for those wanting GST support.
After being made GST-compliant, all documents including invoices and delivery notes are now created as per GST regulations. ―Importantly, GNUKhata can import data from the widely used proprietary Tally-like
software through exported spreadsheets from proprietary programs,‖ says KK. In reply to a query on how GNUKhata compares with GnuCash, he says, ―You cannot compare them. GnuCash is basically a personal
accounting system. You can use GNUKhata like GnuCash. But then, it‘s like using a crane to lift a small brick.‖GnuCash is a personal, financial accounting software used by SMEs, licensed under the GNU/GPL and
available for Linux, Windows, Mac OS X, BSD and Solaris. The project was begun in 1997 and written primarily in C, with a small fraction in Scheme, the programming language that follows a minimalist design
philosophy.―Maybe you could ask how GNUKhata ranks compared to Tally or QuickBooks. In which case, I would say, it compares favourably. Except for a few very complex reports, some of which QuickBooks
has, and a couple of which Tally has (and these are not used by everyone, by the way)…barring those, I don‘t think there‘s any other issue that people have pointed out,‖ says KK.And for retailers, the software can
manage the point of sale. ―GNUKhata is nothing but APIs,‖ KK explains.Stock reports can be seen at the ‗godown level‘. So if you have multiple godowns, you can check what the stock level in each of them is.KK
says he is always glad to interact with software professionals and those in the accounting space too. He jokes, ―I now have enough knowledge to do at least a B.Com (in accounting).‖He credits Arun Kelkar, a
chartered accountant with three-and-a-half-decades of experience, as being the chief domain expert.GNUKhata, which is based on double-entry bookkeeping, comes in two forms—the Web based application which
can run through a browser and a desktop based application. So far it has many happy users at places like the International Center for Free and Open Source Software (ICFOSS), Chinmaya University and some
small and medium scale NGOs too. GNUKhata aims to grow into becoming a leading made-in-India and made-for-India accounting and inventory software. A lot of developments and improvements are currently in
a very advanced stage of finalisation.Today, the project‘s site lists a dozen-and-a-half active contributors, with many more having been active in the past. GNUKhata can be freely accessed and downloaded from
http://gnukhata.in.
FOSS and the visually challenged;“It‘s wonderful. Wonderful!‖ KK says, when asked about the current state of FOSS that caters to the visually challenged in India. Being on both sides of the fence, he should
know.In fact, KK claims that now, the makers of proprietary software are copying a few things that FOSS software like Orca has been doing.Orca is free and open source software, which features a flexible,
extensible screen reader from the GNOME Project for the Blind. Using both speech synthesis and Braille, Orca helps provide the visually impaired with access to applications and toolkits that support the AT-SPI
(such as the GNOME desktop, Mozilla Firefox and Thunderbird, OpenOffice.org/LibreOffice, GTK+, Qt and Java Swing/SWT applications).There‘s also a magnifier for people with low vision. Orca has a Brailleoutput, so those who are both hearing and visually challenged can use it to access their computers. It supports a lot of Indian languages, but KK feels the language output sounds quite ‗synthetic‘ and could do with a
better voice output.KK does a lot of Python programming and Orca is also written in Python. This project started out in late 2006-07 and KK was one of the people involved with Orca. But then he shifted his
attention to GNUKhata, around 2008.KK has been a developer since 2002. He feels the only challenge in India is that people are not ready to work with visually impaired developers. Quite a few universities don‘t
accept the visually impaired to undertake programming tasks, he says.To teach programming to someone who is visually challenged, one has to know how he or she navigates the computer, exclusively using the
cursor. ―We don‘t use the mouse. So, instead of saying, ―Just go there and click that,‖ you need to simply say, ―Press the Up arrow thrice, the right arrow once, and then click Enter.‖ That is the terminology you
have to use while encouraging the visually challenged to enter programming…‖.KK has worked extensively on GNUKhata. ―It‘s my baby,‖ he says proudly. Another software he has worked on is called MANTRI.
―When elections come, everyone wants statistical and demographical data of their area. Interns at SNDT University (the women‘s university in Mumbai) were working on it. I liked it and thought it was a good
graphical representation of the demographics. We called it MANTRI, for Managing and Editing Territorial Regional Information. It is written in Java.KK says that he himself is totally blind and can only sense light.
His mother came down with measles during her pregnancy, which affected his retina, and he lost his eyesight. ―But my vision remained,‖ he says with a broad smile.
Kerala's school education system has fully migrated to Free and Open Source software ( FOSS), making this arguably the largest such roll out globally in the educational arena.Information technology has been a
part of the High school curriculum in Kerala since 2003 with IT being a compulsory subject at the 8th standard The shift to FOSS came in 2005 and two years became part of government policy across all
departments. In August 2008, Government instructed all institutions under General Education Department to strictly use Free Software alone in all future teaching and training activities. With the decision of State
Curriculum committee to implement Free & Open Source Software (FOSS) in Higher Secondary as well, the entire spectrum of Kerala education became 'Open'. A July 2016 circular , directed all departments to
halt usage of proprietary software and to use FOSS. As a follow up, the Computer Science and Humanities sections in the Higher Secondary shifted to Free Software. But in the Commerce section of Higher
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Secondary, use was being made of Tally package for Computerized Accounting System. This was on a Microsoft Windows platform. That too has now been addressed: revised textbooks will soon include Free
Software applications such as GNUKhata which would replace the proprietary Tally software, Libre Office Calc and Base which replaces Microsoft Excel and Access applications.Says Anvar Sadath.K, Executive
Director of IT@School Project: IT@School is implementing mechanisms for easy classroom transition of chapters including customisation of applications, teachers training, video tutorials etc..The Kerala
IT@School GNU/Linux Operating System is a distribution based on Ubuntu and is pre-loaded in all laptops and desktops for schools. Beyond normal Operating System functionalities this is an integrated package
that contains applications like Office packages, Database applications ,DTP, Graphics and Imaging software, Sound recording, Video editing , Animation packages, Integrated Development Environment (IDEs) for
programming, Web Server & Database server, Geographical Information System ( GIS) etc. This also contains Educational software like Geogebra, Phet, Stellarium , Kalzium, Marble, Razmol, Gplates, Gcomprise,
Pysio Game, Dr Geo, Celestia etc.The proprietary version of these software would have incurred a minimum cost of Rs.1.5 lakh per machine in terms of License Fee. Hence the minimum savings in a year
(considering 20000 machines ) is Rs 300 crore.
Kerala's IT@School Project has launched a student IT Club, that will cover 1 lakh students this year and 2 lakhs by next year, making it the largest such IT network in India. Called ‗Hi School Kuttikootam‘ (
Student IT Club Network), it is an initiative to boost the activities and interests of students in ICT enabled learning, thereby making it effective and more popular. This programmes will provide students with an
experience of group learning as well as collaborative learning, to improve the efficiency of ICT enabled education in schools, to ensure students participations in resolving the technical issues in schools, safe usage of
internet and building awareness on cyber crimes etc.Various organisations such as Google (Internet Safety ), Start-up Mission ( Electronics) ,Swathanthra Malayalam Computing etc have ensured their support in
these activities.A minimum of 20 students from each school should be inducted to this programme as members. The first phase of the training programmes would be completed before March 31. Detailed training
programmes would be initiated during the vacation period.
GNUKhata Version 5.50 released: The GNUKhata is most happy to announce the release of version 5.50 of this free and open source GST compliant software that automates accounting for you. The major highlight of this
version is the availability of GST R1 report generated automatically by GNUKhata. Adding to this is several enhancements in the Invoice module that will make your billing a lot easier. Much of these were implemented
after considering valuable suggestions from users.Highlights of this brand new GNUKhata include:










GST R1 Report - GST R1 Report is generated for a specified period within the financial year which can also be exported as a spreadsheet.
Change in presentation of Profit and Loss Report - Profit and Loss Report now shows closing stock and Gross Profit/Loss C/F.
Set Price of Product/Service - MRP and Selling Price of a Product or Maximum and Default Rates of a Service can be set while it is created. These are autofilled in the price field when Invoice is created.
Delete Invoices - Invoices that are not linked to any document and have no billwise entry can be deleted.
Improvements to Invoicing - A plus button is given at the end of each row in the table for adding product/service details to add a new row. A new button has been given in the footer to add a new
product/service. New tab in Invoice module to view list of invoices. There are multiple formats to choose from while printing invoice. Also, notes can be added before printing an invoice.
Searching in dropdowns - Dropdowns in various modules have been provided a searching feature.
Drill Down Facility for Unbilled Deliveries Report - Delivery Note can be viewed from Unbilled Deliveries Report.
Delivery Notes View after save - Delivery Note can be viewed right after saved. We hope this version makes your trade or business much easier at lowest or no cost.

Executive Summary: GNUKhata is free and flexible software for accounting and inventory management. It is a Free and Open Source Software that supports a wide range of applications in every field of economic
activity, including wholesale/retail trade and service sector. It is also best suited for startups and most of its features can be used without accounting knowledge. The system is designed in such a way that entire
business logic is written as a core set of REST API based on an international standard called JSON. This implies that a third party application such as an Android app can be easily programmed to get specific
information such as reports with no change to the logic. Software is developed using the Pyramid web application framework, used by companies like Mozilla and bit torrent. Postgresql is the relational database with
more than 25 years of development and credibility. All this is open source stack with great performance, zero cost and high reliability and transparency.
Bibliography: https://gnukhata.in/#

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE
You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation,
K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years
in Government files etc.
Everybody is facing Problems, Problems?
Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help
you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies,

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant Mobile: 9945116476 E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com propertypolitics@gmail.com
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